Atomistic simulations using interatomic potentials are widely used for analyzing phenomena as diverse as crystal growth and plastic deformation in all classes of materials. The potentials for some material classes, particularly those for metal oxides, are less satisfactory for certain simulations. Many of the potentials currently utilized for metal oxides incorporate a fixed charge ionic component to the interatomic binding. However, these fixed charge potentials incorrectly predict the cohesive energy of ionic materials, and they cannot be used to simulate oxidation at metal surfaces or analyze metal/oxide interfaces where the local ion charge can be significantly different from that in the bulk oxide. A recent charge transfer model proposed by Streitz and Mintmire has in part successfully addressed these issues. However, we find that this charge transfer model becomes unstable at small atomic spacings. As a result, it cannot be used for the studies of energetic processes such as ion bombardment ͑e.g., plasma-assisted vapor deposition͒ where some ions closely approach the others. Additionally, the Streitz-Mintmire charge transfer model cannot be applied to systems involving more than one metal element, precluding study of the oxidation of metal alloys and dissimilar metal oxide/metal oxide interfaces. We have analyzed the origin of these limitations and propose a modified charge transfer model to overcome them. We then unify metal alloy embedded atom method potentials and the modified form of the charge transfer potential to create a general potential that can be used to explore the oxidation of the metallic alloy and the energetic vapor deposition of oxides, and to probe the structure of dissimilar metal oxide/metal oxide or metal alloy/oxide multilayers. Numerical procedures have been developed to efficiently incorporate the potential in molecular dynamics simulations. Several case studies are presented to enable the potential fidelity to be assessed, and an example simulation of the vapor deposition of aluminum oxide is shown to illustrate the potential utility.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many technologically important uses of metal oxides and metal/metal oxide multilayers. For instance, the formation of aluminum oxide on aluminum or aluminumrich alloys passivates the surface and kinetically inhibits its further oxidation, enabling aluminum's widespread use as an engineering material. 1 Metal oxides such as alumina (Al 2 O 3 ) and zirconia (ZrO 2 ) are widely used as structural ceramics. 2, 3 Yttria-stabilized zirconia deposited on aluminaforming alloys is widely used as a thermal protection system to significantly improve the life of hot-gas turbine engine components. 4 These thermal protection systems are one of the most critical technologies responsible for the ongoing performance improvements of aircraft engines. Metal oxides are also very widely used as dielectric insulators in electronics. 5 More recently, it has been found that a thin ͑Ͻ10 nm͒ aluminum oxide layer sandwiched between a pair of ferromagnetic metal layers can be used to construct a magnetic tunnel junction that can be used either as a magnetic sensor ͑for example, to read magnetically recorded data on a hard disk drive 6 ͒ or as a magnetic random access memory. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The recent discovery of the TiO 2 /Co ferromagnetic oxide semiconductor with Curie temperature above ambient 12 may extend the use of metal oxides to electron spin injection and spin filtering in future ''spintronic'' devices. 13 The atomic scale structure and defects in bulk metal oxides and at the interfaces between different oxides or oxides and metals can significantly impact the performance of the materials and devices described above. Atomistic simulations in principle provide a way to study these structures and defects as well as the processes by which the oxides and oxide multilayers are synthesized either by vapor deposition or oxidation at a metal surface. These studies can reveal important insights into a variety of phenomena ranging from defect incorporation during synthesis to deformation during service. Such insights may help enhance many of the more recent and future applications of oxide-based materials and devices referred to above, provided some of the limitations of current interatomic potentials are overcome.
The structure of a metal oxide and its evolution during growth on a metal surface can be studied by several ''atomistic'' approaches. Ab initio or density-function calculations can be used to determine the energetics, crystal structures, lattice constants, elastic constants, and diffusion energy barriers. However, these quantum-mechanical calculations are currently too computationally expensive to explore the structures and morphologies that arise in the larger scale systems that contain more than 200 atoms. When accurate interatomic potentials are available, it is possible to simulate the structure of thousands or even millions of atoms using molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ and therefore to attack problems motivated by the technologies described above. Such potentials also provide a convenient means to identify fundamental phenomena such as diffusion mechanisms and to calculate the energy barriers for mass transport either in the bulk or at the surface of a material. 14 This information can in turn be used in vary large scale Monte Carlo simulations of structure evolution. 15 Numerous potentials have been proposed. The embedded atom method ͑EAM͒ potential originally proposed by Daw and Baskes 16 is a high-fidelity interatomic potential widely used for modeling metals ͑especially the fcc metals͒. This is because EAM captures the concept of metallic cohesion that arises from embedding ions in a gas of free electrons. A unified EAM potential database has recently been developed for 16 metals and their alloys. 17 Because the EAM potential captures many-body effects, the database has been successfully utilized to simulate atomic assembly mechanisms and to investigate the atomic structures of vapor deposited metals and metallic multilayers that exhibit giant magnetoresistance. 17, 18 A very rich interatomic potential literature is also available for the atomistic simulation of ionic systems. In these systems, a significant part of the interaction between the constituent atoms arises from the Coulomb force between cations and anions. Most ionic potentials have used a pairwise potential superimposed upon an electron shell model. [19] [20] [21] [22] These potentials assume fixed charges on the cations and anions. In this limit, the pairwise potential, i j (r i j ), between ionized atoms i and j separated by a distance r i j can be written [22] [23] [24] i j ͑ r i j ͒ϭk c q i q j r i j ϩA i j exp͑Ϫ i j r i j ͒Ϫ i j r i j 6 , ͑1͒
where q i and q j are the charges on ions i and j, respectively, k c ϭ14.4 eV Å e Ϫ2 is the Coulomb constant ͑e represents the electron charge͒, and A i j , i j , and i j are three free parameters that are determined by fitting to properties of the material system of interest. Typically, these consist of lattice constants, elastic constants, and cohesive energies. 23 In Eq. ͑1͒, the first term represents a long-range Coulomb interaction, the second term stands for a short-range repulsion, and the third term describes van der Waals attractions between charge clouds. For a fixed ion charge model, the charge on the ion is taken to be that of the valency of the atom, i.e., for aluminum, q Al ϭ3e; for zirconium, q Zr ϭ4e; and for oxygen, q O ϭϪ2e. Equation ͑1͒ can be easily implemented in efficient MD algorithms and has been widely used to study bulk oxides. 24, 25 However, it has a number of shortcomings. First, the fixed charge model does not allow the introduction of different oxidation states. Aluminum, for instance, can form different oxide compounds such as Al 2 O 3 and AlO ͑or more generally, AlO x ) where the charge on the ions is a function of oxygen/aluminum ratio. If the charge utilized in a potential is fixed, it can only be used to study one oxidation state and cannot be used for a process such as oxidation in which the charge state varies. Furthermore, the fixed charge model cannot ensure charge neutrality for a simulated crystal if the cation and anion composition varies. The simulation of oxide vapor film deposition ͑which involves the random addition of cations and anions͒ can cause such unbalanced charges, which then affects the energetics of the entire computational system. As a result, simulations using such a model produce unrealistic results.
Second, the lattice energy calculated using a fixed charge potential corresponds to the energy required to separate a crystal into its individual ͑charged͒ ions so widely separated that they are no longer interacting. Such a charge ''cloud'' has a significant Coulomb energy. As a result, the lattice energy predicted by a fixed charge model is significantly higher than the experimentally measured cohesive energy, which is defined as the energy required to separate a crystal into individual neutral atoms. For cubic ZrO 2 , the average lattice energy predicted by a fixed charge potential is around 30 eV/atom, 24 whereas the cohesive energy deduced from experimental data ͑see Appendix A͒ is only 7-8 eV/atom. This misrepresentation of cohesive energy results in wrong latent heat release during adatom condensation. Since a metal oxide is created from initially neutral atoms, an ideal ionic potential must allow the charge to decrease to zero as the ionically bonded crystal is pulled apart to create its constituent atoms.
A third problem with a fixed charge potential is that it cannot be used to study the structure of the interface between a metal and its oxide. The requirement here is that the potential switches between one dominated by ionic interactions in the oxide region to one dominated by metallic interactions in the metal region. The precise response will depend on the local ͑chemical͒ environment. A metal atom must have a zero charge when its neighbors are all metal atoms. It acquires a positive charge only when it gets close to negative charged oxygen atoms. A high positive charge is obtained when the metal surroundings have a high density of oxygen ions. Similarly, an oxygen atom should be neutral when it is embedded in an oxygen environment. It acquires negative charge only when it closely approaches positive charged metal atoms. A high negative charge results when its surroundings have a high density of metal ions. If an oxide crystal is cleaved, then the ions at unrelaxed surfaces have fewer neighbors of opposite charge but the bond length is the same as that in a bulk. As a result, charges on the ions should be able to decrease near unrelaxed surfaces.
A variable charge potential proposed by Streitz and Mintmire addressed these deficiencies. 26 This potential can be combined with an EAM potential so that ionic and metallic components of the interatomic interaction can both be incorporated. 26 However, as analyzed below, the StreitzMintmire potential becomes unstable for small ion spacings, and it lacks the generality to incorporate more than one metal element. The first problem has been found to impose serious constraints on the acceptable ranges for the EAM parameters needed to ensure stable simulations. The ensuing charge instability prevents the variable charge model from being combined with many existing EAM potentials, including the EAM potential database that successfully parameterized many metals and their alloys. 17 The second problem prevents the charge model from being used to simulate interfaces between different metal alloy oxides, or between metal alloy and metal alloy oxide.
Here, we explore these limitations and develop a modified charge transfer potential that overcomes the difficulties described above. We believe that the proposed potential is sufficiently general that it can be used to simulate the atomic scale structure of metal alloys, metal alloy oxides, and any mixtures of metal alloys and their oxides. As an implementation case study, we developed a specific potential for the O-Al-Zr system, and perform several simulations to assess the potential fidelity. We also show an example for applying the potential to simulate the vapor deposition of an alumina thin film.
II. CHARGE TRANSFER POTENTIALS
The newest variable charge potential was proposed by Streitz and Mintmire. 26 In their potential, the total energy of an ionic crystal, E t , was divided into an electrostatic energy (E es ) that is ion charge dependent and a nonelectrostatic energy (E n ) that is ion charge independent:
If we normalize E es so that it becomes zero when the ion charge is zero, E n can be viewed as the energy of a nonionic crystal ͑e.g., a metal͒ and E es then accounts for the electrostatic energy change as this crystal is ionized ͑e.g., by oxidation͒. Atomistic simulations require two separate models for calculating, respectively, E es and E n . In the StreitzMintmire formalism, E n could not be represented by a pair potential because its integration with the E es led to instabilities at metal oxide surfaces. 26 The modified E es potential described below resolved this instability problem, and therefore any nonelectrostatic potential model can be used for E n .
Since the ionic interactions and the charge transfer are only related to E es , the E es model is referred to as a charge transfer ionic potential ͑CTIP͒. For the convenience of discussion to follow, we summarize the Streitz-Mintmire CTIP model in Appendix B. To apply Eq. ͑B14͒ to calculate E es , one needs to first calculate functions X i and V i j described in Appendix B by Eqs. ͑B12͒ and ͑B13͒ in terms of Coulomb integrals ͓a͉ f b ͔ and ͓ f a ͉ f b ͔, where aϭi, j, bϭi, j, a b. The expressions for ͓a͉ f b ͔ and ͓ f a ͉ f b ͔ are not trivial to deduce. As a result, we list our derived equations for ͓a͉ f b ͔ and ͓ f a ͉ f b ͔ here: and for a b ,
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It should be pointed out that V i j involves a summation of
According to Eqs. ͑4͒ and
summation of the slowly decaying 1/r ik function imposes a serious divergence problem. The Ewald summation technique as described in Appendix C is therefore used to calculate V i j . The Streitz-Mintmire CTIP model has been combined with an embedded atom method potential for nonelectrostatic interactions and used to simulate the binary aluminumoxygen system. 26 Using this Al-O potential, our simulations of Al/AlO x multilayers correctly predicted zero charge in the bulk aluminum, a maximum cation and anion charge in the bulk oxide, and a partial cation and anion charge near the Al/AlO x interface. It also correctly predicted the charge decrease near an oxide surface. 26 This Al-O potential has allowed a successful simulation of the dynamics of oxide scale formation on aluminum surfaces. 27, 28 However, we found that the potential has two problems. To illustrate the first, we calculated the cohesive energy of the ␣ ͑corundum͒ phase of Al 2 O 3 over a wide range of lattice constants using the original potential. 26 The results are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of isotropic strain defined as ϭ(aϪa 0 )/a 0 , where a 0 represents the equilibrium lattice constant and a is the lattice constant after a hydrostatic volume change. Figure 1 indicates that the charge transfer model reasonably predicts a local energy minimum at the equilibrium ͑nonstrained͒ crystal lattice length. However, the cohesive energy versus strain relation has a local maximum as the crystal is compressed beyond a strain of about Ϫ0. 16 and becomes unstable when the crystal is further compressed beyond a strain of about Ϫ0. 23 .
To investigate the origin of this effect, we calculated the charge on each ion as a function of crystal size. The average oxygen ion charge is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the isotropic strain. It can be seen that the magnitude of the charge asymptotically decreases towards near-zero as the crystal is expanded. It becomes increasingly negative as crystal is slightly compressed. However, when the crystal is compressed below a strain of Ϫ0.2, the charge becomes unstable and oscillates between large physically unrealistic values.
To understand the origin of the charge instability, we need to consider only a simplified system containing a cation and an anion pair, with each assumed to be a point charge. According to Eqs. ͑B1͒-͑B3͒ and ͑B14͒, the electrostatic energy for such a pair can be written as
If the overall system is charge neutral, q 1 ϭϪq 2 . Equation ͑6͒ then becomes
only has a well-defined minimum when (J 1 ϩJ 2 )/2Ϫk c /r 12 Ͼ0 ͑i.e., a concave parabolic curve͒. However, for a set of model parameters (J 1 and J 2 ) that are prescribed to satisfy this condition at the initial r 12 , there is always a critical value for a reduced r 12 below which (J 1 ϩJ 2 )/2Ϫk c /r 12 Ͻ0. This corresponds to the condition where the Coulomb interaction between the neighboring cation and anion overpowers the other energy terms. When this happens, Eq. ͑7͒ ceases to have a minimum ͑it becomes a convex parabolic curve͒, and E es always reduces as the magnitude of charge increases. The problem is serious for variable charge models because as the magnitude of the charges of neighboring cation and anion increases to reduce E es , the increased attraction drives the two ions closer. This promotes a further increase in the magnitude of the charges. Repetition of this process results either in calculation overflow ͑most likely͒ or unrealistic results. It should be noted that for a system containing many atoms, the problem can be triggered when any pair of ions becomes close. In spite of the instability shown in Fig. 1 , the original model and the proposed potential parameters 26 have been satisfactorily used in a number of different simulations. 26 -28 This is because the nonelectrostatic parameters defining the short-range repulsion between atoms have been constructed to prevent atoms from getting too close ͑thus, the unstable charge crystal configurations such as the highly compressed one shown in Figs. 1 and 2 do not occur͒ in the simulations. However, the instability is still a very serious problem for the original CTIP model. This is because while Fig. 1 shows the occurrence of the problem when a bulk ionic system is highly compressed ͑to below Ϫ0.2͒, the same problem could occur in much less compressed systems that contain nonbulk configurations such as free surfaces and interfaces. It may also occur when a surface is impacted by energetic atoms or ions. In these cases, the local interaction difference or the impact can cause an atom or ion to closely approach another atom or ion. We have also found that the original CTIP model 26 is always unstable and always causes calculation overflow if it is combined with other EAM potentials such as that reported in Ref. 17 to even simulate an uncompressed ZrO 2 or AlO 2 surface. In addition, we have discovered that the overflow encountered during efforts to use the pair potential to approximate E n ͑Ref. 26͒ also resulted from this instability. The constraint that the original CTIP model imposes on the choice of the nonelectrostatic potential ͑includ-ing both format and parameters͒ is clearly nonphysical and prevents a merging of the CTIP with the existing metal alloy EAM potential database for a variety of metals.
The second problem with the original charge transfer model is that it can only be used to study oxygen-singlemetal ͑binary͒ systems. Our underlying objective is to superimpose a CTIP potential with an EAM potential so that the integrated CTIPϩEAM potential can be simultaneously applicable to pure metals, pure oxygen, and to the mixtures of different oxides and different metals. The total energy of the EAM model, represented here by the nonelectrostatic energy E n has been established to fully describe metal alloy systems. 17 In order for the integrated CTIPϩEAM potential to be invariant against the EAM potential of metals, the total energy of the CTIPϩEAM potential, E t ϭE es ϩE n , must be reduced to E t ϭE n in pure metal alloy systems. This requires that E es ϭ0 for all metal alloy systems. Equation ͑B14͒ indicates that the normalized electrostatic potential E es vanishes when all the charges q i become zero. This means that the CTIP model must predict zero charges in pure metal alloy systems. Note here that metal alloys can have minor charges from first principles. This charge contribution, however, has been implicitly included in the EAM and the zero charge assumption is in fact mandatory to comply with the notion that the EAM fully describes metal systems.
The Streitz-Mintmire original CTIP model correctly predicts zero charge for aluminum atoms in either bulk aluminum or a local aluminum region of the Al/AlO x multilayers. However, this is achieved only when a single metal is involved and nonzero charge will be obtained in any metal alloy systems. To illustrate, consider again a simple pair of point charges. Setting the first derivative of the electrostatic energy ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒ with respect to q 1 equal to zero yields
It is seen that q 1 is zero only when 1 and 2 are identical ͑i.e., 1 and 2 are of the same species͒. In a single-metal region, all atoms have the same charge properties. As a result, no atoms can have a preference to become a positive charge by inducing negative charges to its neighbors, and zero charge is naturally achieved. In metal alloys, however, neighboring atoms can be different metal species. They therefore will have different charge parameters. As a result, the original CTIP model will predict nonzero charges for a pure ͑unoxidized͒ metal alloy region. If this happens, the integrated CTIPϩEAM potential will be different from the EAM potential for pure metal systems. A physical method to ensure zero charge in any metal alloy needs to be developed in order for the model to be used in systems that include more than one metal elements.
III. CTIP MODIFICATIONS
The discussions above clearly indicate that simulations based upon the old CTIP model are unstable when configurations with small lattice spacings are encountered. In this regime, the electrostatic energy is dominated by Coulomb interactions. When this occurs, the system energy continuously decreases as the magnitude of the charge on the neighboring cation and anion increases. Energy minimization then leads to unrealistically large charges. In reality, the charge on an ion is always bounded. For instance, the maximum charge of a cation is usually limited by the number of valence electrons as much higher energies are required to extract innershell electrons. Obviously, a physical CTIP-type model must ensure reasonable charge bounds for each ion. It should be pointed out that unlimited charge is directly responsible for the observed divergence. For instance, when negative charge and positive charge start to interact, they tend to increase their magnitudes of charge ͑due to energy minimization͒. This will increase the attraction between them and cause them to become closer. This in turn promotes further increases in charge. If the charges are not bounded, the continuous increase of the attraction due to increases in charge during this process can cause atoms to become infinitely close and a divergence occurs. As a result, while imposing charge bounds does not directly change the Coulomb equation at small atomic distances, it effectively eliminated the instability problem.
To extend a CTIP model to metal alloy oxidation, the key is to predict zero charges for the unoxidized metal alloy and significant charges for metal oxides. It should be pointed out that in the original CTIP model, the oxygen and the metal were distinguished only by their charge parameters. As Eq. ͑8͒ has indicated, the only driving force to induce charges in this model is the relative difference of the charge parameters between the neighboring atoms. When the charge parameters are prescribed, the charges are defined regardless of the species ͑oxygen or metal͒ of the neighboring atoms. The difficulty is that different metal species always have different charge parameters. The problem is compounded because the difference of the charge parameters between some metals may even be more significant than that between oxygen and some of the metals. To ensure zero charges in unoxidized metals and significant charges in oxidized metals is then a challenging task. Obviously, the potential must also distinguish between metal and oxygen atoms by something other than their charge parameters.
As discussed above, charge bounds can be used to solve the instability problem of the original CTIP model. The same approach can also be used to ensure zero charges for unoxidized metal alloys. Because metal atoms are assumed to be cations and oxygen atoms are assumed to be anions, it is then reasonable to bound the charge of each metal atom to q M , such that 0рq M рq max,M , and to bound the charge of each oxygen atom to q O , such that q min,O рq M р0. The potential then naturally distinguishes metal and oxygen atoms by the sign of their charge bound. This guarantees zero charge in unoxidized metal alloy regions.
To illustrate, consider an aluminum and zirconium atom pair. Let us assume that the zirconium atom wants to become positively charged by inducing a negative charge on the aluminum atom. The aluminum atom, however, cannot become negatively charged because it is set to be in the positive charge range. This would force the aluminum charge to become zero. Zirconium, on the other hand, cannot stay positively charged because it does not have anions to interact with. Note in this simple case of a dimer, the system neutrality requirement also forces the charges to be zero. Since zero charges are guaranteed, the full CTIPϩEAM model is invariant against the EAM potential, providing a basis for the general combination of an alloy EAM database with a CTIP model.
This simple approach captures the essential physics during charge transfer, i.e., metal atoms only lose electrons until all their valence electrons are gone, while oxygen atoms only acquire electrons until their outer electron shells are filled. It is the implementation of this physics that solves both problems of the original CTIP model.
While the physical underpinnings of this idea are simple, a modestly elaborate methodology is required to apply it. To overcome the difficulties in enforcing the charge bounds, we added two additional terms to the electrostatic energy, Eq. ͑B14͒. To maintain the integrity of the Streitz-Mintmire model, it is required that the additional terms become exactly equal to zero when the ion charges are within their chosen bounds. To prevent charges from far exceeding the bounds, the additional energy terms increase rapidly as the charges exceed the bound values. Such terms can be simply written as
͑9͒
where q min,i and q max,i are the bounds for the charge of atom i, q min,i Ͻq i Ͻq max,i , and the coefficient can control how strongly the charge is confined by the bounds ͑physically this also corresponds to the energy penalty for metal atoms to obtain electrons or to lose inner-shell electrons or for oxygen atoms to lose electrons or to receive more than two electrons͒.
Using the simple case of a cation and anion pair, it can be proven that Eq. ͑9͒ significantly stabilizes the calculation. Assuming that the anion charge q 1 and the cation charge q 2 both seek to exceed the intended charge bounds, Eq. ͑7͒ can be rewritten with the modified model as
͒.
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Using the Streitz and Mintmire data (J 1 ϭ14.04 eV,J 2 ϭ10.33 eV), the separation distance below which divergence occurs for a dimer is approximately r 12 ϭ2k c /(J 1 ϩJ 2 )ϭ1.2 Å in the Streitz-Mintmire old model ͓Eq. ͑7͔͒. Using the new model, Eq. ͑10͒, and a value of ϭ20.0, this divergence separation is significantly reduced to r 12 ϭ2k c /(J 1 ϩJ 2 ϩ8)ϭ0.156 Å. Most importantly, the modified model allows J 1 and J 2 to be freely fitted to physical values without any constraints because even when J 1 and J 2 are both zero, Eq. ͑10͒ still predicts a very small divergence radius r 12 ϭ2k c /8ϭ0.18 Å, whereas the earlier model predicts r 12 ϭϱ. Equation ͑9͒ must be numerically solvable for this model to be successful. In order for Eq. ͑9͒ to possess a welldefined minimum, it must be continuous and have continuous first derivatives. The prefactors before the (q i Ϫq min,i ) 2 and (q i Ϫq max,i ) 2 terms abruptly change from 0 to 2 at their respective junctions q min,i and q max,i . However, because both (q i Ϫq min,i ) 2 and (q i Ϫq max,i ) 2 and their first derivatives diminish at the junctions, the added terms are still continuous and have continuous first derivatives.
The modified equation ͑9͒ remains quadratic in nature. Unlike the quadratic function, Eq. ͑B14͒, some prefactors in Eq. ͑9͒ are not constant ͑step functions͒. As a result, ‫ץ‬E eq /‫ץ‬q i ϭ0 will not be the ''normal'' system of linear equations. Equations ͑B16͒ and ͑B17͒ can no longer be used to solve for the charges. On the other hand, solving charges by a matrix operation is not efficient, especially when the number of atoms is large. An alternative computationally efficient algorithm was therefore sought.
Using ͚ iϭ1 N q i ϭ0, Eq. ͑9͒ is a function of NϪ1 independent variables q 1 ,q 2 ,...,q NϪ1 . Appendix D illustrates that an integrated conjugate gradient technique combined with a Newton-Raphson method can be used to minimize this function containing nonconstant coefficients. Since the function to be minimized is essentially quadratic, the conjugate gradient method guarantees the convergence to the charge solutions that can provide accurate calculations for energy, forces, and stresses. This was also found to be much more computationally efficient than the matrix operations using Eqs. ͑B16͒ and ͑B17͒.
IV. MODIFIED EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD
Pair potentials can, of course, be used for the nonelectrostatic interactions E n . Since the intent here is to extend the approach to study the oxidation of a variety of metals, we seek to apply an existing good metallic potential database to approximate E n . The EAM potentials initially developed by Daw and Baskes 16 improve over the pair potentials by incorporating environment dependence of the atomic interactions. The existing EAM metallic potential database 17 has been successfully utilized to simulate a variety of metal problems, especially the atomic assembly mechanisms and atomic structures of vapor-deposited metals and metallic multilayers. 17, 18 The EAM database 17 is hence chosen for our work. The EAM database model is described in Appendix E.
Since our improved CTIP model has zero effect on the calculation of the metal systems, the existing metal EAM potential parameters 17 and Eqs. ͑E1͒-͑E8͒ can in principle be used directly. However, it is useful to notice that the normalized embedding energy functions, Eqs. ͑E5͒-͑E7͒, are expressed in terms of relative electron density. As a result, only the ratios ͑not the absolute values͒ of f e , e , and s affect the predicted properties of elemental metals. This feature can be utilized to fine-tune the properties of alloys and oxides. As a result, we adjust the parameters f e , e and s in the EAM database 17 by a scaling factor g ͑i.e., f e g→ f e , e g→ e , and s g→ s , with g being the only adjustable parameter͒ to fit to the corresponding oxide's properties. Once the g factor is given, the metal potentials are completely defined by the existing EAM database. 17 Then, we need only determine the pair potential between oxygen atoms, the various pair potentials between oxygen and the various metal atoms, the electron density of oxygen, the embedding energy of oxygen, and the g factors for the different metal species. These can be defined by fitting model predictions to the known properties of oxides. To avoid the additional complexity due to different interactions between O 2 molecules and between the two oxygen atoms within an O 2 molecule, we assumed that oxygen takes the atomic form rather than a diatomic molecule. While this is an approximation, the interaction between a solid surface and O 2 gas can still be conducted in MD by introducing oxygen dimers rather than atomic oxygen on the surface. This is a sensible approach for the simple potential being sought. Note that the experimental cohesive energy of metal oxides implicitly includes the cohesive energy of the diatomic oxygen molecule ͑see Appendix A͒.
Equation ͑E3͒ is a universal format for pair potentials. We find that the pair potential between oxygen atoms can be well fitted by Eq. ͑E3͒. Efforts have been made to use the alloy formula, Eq. ͑E8͒, to approximate the cross pair potentials between oxygen and metal atoms so that no additional fitting is required once the elemental potentials are known. However, the results have not been satisfactory. It was realized that the oxygen crystal has a lower melting temperature and therefore a lower cohesive energy than the metals. On the other hand, metal oxides usually have larger cohesive energies than metals. The extra cohesive energies of the oxides must therefore come from a stronger interaction between oxygen and metal atoms. The Coulomb interaction predicted by the CTIP model cannot alone provide this stronger interaction. The covalent nature of this interaction must therefore be included in the pair potentials. It cannot be approximated by Eq. ͑E8͒, which is essentially the weighted average of the oxygen-oxygen and metal-metal pair potentials. We therefore independently fit each oxygen-metal pair potential using Eq. ͑E3͒.
The electron density of oxygen was fitted using Eq. ͑11͒. Unlike Eq. ͑E4͒ where ␤ and are the same as those in the attractive part in the pair potential, we introduce here new fitting parameters ⌫ and ⌿ to provide more freedom for a better fit to the oxide properties:
.
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The present model is intended to be applicable for systems with oxygen and an arbitrary number ͑M͒ of metal elements. At least M different binary oxides involving the M metal elements need to be simultaneously fitted to get the cross pair potentials between oxygen and these metals. If we want to fit M binary oxides, there will be M nonequivalent oxygen lattice sites in these M oxides. These M sites correspond to M equilibrium electron densities, e,i , where i ϭ1,2,...,M . An oxygen embedding energy function must sequentially go through these electron densities as the electron density increases. For the convenience of discussion, we can arrange the M oxides so that e,1 , e,2 ,..., e,M , refers to an increasing sequence of the electron densities.
The most straightforward way to fit an oxygen embedding energy function that smoothly goes through these electron densities is to use the spline functions. To fit the cohesive energy, the lattice constant, and bulk modulus of an oxide i exactly, the oxygen embedding energy and its first and second derivatives need to be exact, at least within a small electron density range near e,i , min,i рϽ max,i , where min,i Ͻ e,i , and max,i Ͼ e,i . A quadratic function can be used to achieve this. For M oxides, we then obtain an M number of oxygen embedding energy functions:
For an oxygen embedding energy function to be continuous, min,i and max,i can be simply set as min,i ϭ0.5( e,iϪ1 ϩ e,i ), and max,i ϭ0.5( e,i ϩ e,iϩ1 ), where only min,1 and max,M are not defined. We then take min,1 as 0.85 e,1 , and max,M as ϱ. The only undefined embedding energy function is in the 0 -min,1 range. We can again use a polynomial function as shown in Eq. ͑13͒ to fit this range, where a higher power (nϭ3) term is introduced so the function can be fitted under the physical condition of F 0,0 ϭ0 at ϭ0. With these function formats given, the fitting was designed to result in smooth values and first derivatives for the oxygen embedding energy function at the spline junctions:
To accurately account for the Coulomb interactions, a relatively long cutoff distance of 12 Å was used. Although it is possible to use a second shorter cutoff distance for the nonelectrostatic EAM interactions to improve calculation efficiency, for simplicity no such efforts were made here. The CTIPϩEAM model retains the invariance of the EAM for pure metal systems. Based on this, the same metal EAM parameters as those published 17 could be used. Nevertheless, since the publication of the EAM database, 17 we have slightly modified some of the parameters in light of additional studies. The modified set of the parameters is shown in Table I . Because the EAM format allows the potential to be naturally cut off at around the fifth nearest neighbor ͑Appendix E͒, the extension of the cutoff distance does not affect the results of the EAM calculations. These EAM potentials for elemental cubic metals have already been well fitted to the lattice constant, cohesive energy, bulk modulus, shear modulus, anisotropic ratio, and the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus. 17 A comparison between predicted properties and target properties is shown in Table II .
In Table II , the target values of lattice constant, cohesive energy, and elastic constants are all experimental data. 17 The anisotropy ratio of hcp Zr have not been specifically fitted. 17 It can be seen that by using the EAM parameters of Table I , the experimental properties of the pure metals can be well predicted.
Potential parameters that give rise to good predictions of the properties of both aluminum oxides and zirconium oxides are needed. The corundum phase of Al 2 O 3 is a stable structure at both low and high temperatures, and hence it was the natural choice for the parametrization. ZrO 2 has several different crystal structure forms. It exhibits a monoclinic structure at low temperatures, a tetragonal structure at intermediate temperatures, and a cubic structure at high temperatures. Since many zirconia materials are either manufactured or applied at high temperatures, the cubic ZrO 2 structure was used for deriving the potentials described below. A similar approach can also be used to fit other structures of interest.
The input properties of the oxides are the charge in the equilibrium bulk crystal, the electrostatic energy, the cohesive energy, the lattice constant, and the single-crystal elastic constants. With the metal EAM potential parameters ͑Table I͒ given, the remaining adjustable parameters are the four parameters , J, , and Z for the charge properties of each of the three elements O, Al, and Zr, seven parameters r e , ␣, ␤, A, B, , and for the pair potential between each of the three pairs O-O, O-Al, and O-Zr, three additional parameters f e , ⌫, and ⌿ for the electron density of oxygen, and 10 param- eters F 0,1 , F 1,1 , F 2,1 , F 0,2 , F 1,2 , F 2,2 , F 0,0 , F 1,0 , F 2,0 , and F 3,0 that define the spline to the oxygen embedding energy. Note that e,i (iϭAl 2 O 3 ,ZrO 2 ) is known for the given crystals once the electron density of oxygen is defined. One additional requirement is that the splined oxygen embedding energy be continuous and have smooth first derivatives at junctions.
Of the four charge parameters above, characterizes the electron shell and defines the rate at which the electron density decays as the distance from the nucleus increases. A realistic value of was determined by fitting the electron density distribution in the oxide crystal to that obtained from the ab initio calculation. The values of other charge parameters determine the equilibrium cation and anion charges in the bulk oxides, the electrostatic components of the cohesive energies, and the function forms of the charge versus lattice constant relation. These charge-related quantities, unfortunately, have traditionally not been well defined or determined. On the other hand, the precise determination of these quantities that are only used for the input of the CTIP model may not be necessary because all the measurable properties of oxides will be fitted to the integrated CTIPϩEAM model. In the Streitz-Mintmire original CTIP model, 26 the Al charge in an equilibrium corundum Al 2 O 3 was taken to be 2.900e. This equilibrium charge is about 97% of the maximum aluminum charge of 3e. It is also equivalent to an oxygen charge of Ϫ1.933e. While fitting of the charge parameters can be improved in the future when ab initio calculations or experiments provide better definition and data for charges, our tests indicated that the Streitz-Mintmire choice of the charges is reasonable and can produce realistic results within the context of the model. Hence, we assumed an equilibrium oxygen charge of Ϫ1.933e in both Al 2 O 3 and ZrO 2 bulk crystals. The electrostatic components of the cohesive energies of oxides were constrained in a range so that they must account for the extra cohesive energies of oxides with respect to those of pure metal and pure oxygen crystals. These electrostatic components were adjusted iteratively with EAM parameters so that the overall fitting was optimized. With these, the charge parameters of the three elements were determined and are listed in Table III , where the charge bounds, q min,i and q max,i , are also listed for each element (i ϭO,Al,Zr). For perfect oxides, analytical relationships between the charge parameters that give exactly the target equilibrium charges can be derived. By fitting to the bulk charge, a nonzero is obtained, When is not zero, isolated atoms will have a nonzero charge due to self-ionization. This can be seen from Eq. ͑B1͒ where a q of opposite sign with reduces the energy. The consequence of this is that the charge will not go to zero as the oxide crystal is expanded to infinity. To be consistent with the underlying assumption of our model that isolated atoms have zero charge, we have used a cutoff on . We assumed that takes the fitted value when the distance between any oxygen atom and a nearby atom is small. then diminishes towards zero as this distance approaches the cutoff distance of the potential. If 0 is the fitted value of , r is the distance between an oxygen atom and its nearby neighbor, r s is the starting point for to vary, and r c is the cutoff distance, a smooth approach to the cutoff can be achieved:
͑14͒
It should be pointed out that we provided Eq. ͑14͒ for the integrity of the model and applied it in our calculations. We did not find any serious problems without the inclusion of Eq. ͑14͒ in the simulations, as the Coulomb interaction is the dominant cause for the introduction of charge and the charge caused by self-ionization is small for the fitted parameter values used here. The primary considerations during parametrization of the potential is to determine the remaining unknown parameters so that the potential best predicts the equilibrium lattice constant, cohesive energy, and elastic constants of the oxide systems ͑here the corundum Al 2 O 3 and cubic ZrO 2 crystals͒. We have utilized the Rose universal equation 29 to assist with parameter fitting. The Rose crystal energy equation can be written
where is the isotropic strain, B is the bulk modulus, E c is the equilibrium cohesive energy, and ⍀ 0 is the equilibrium atomic volume. A convenient feature of the Rose equation is that at ϭ0, it has an energy minimum E c , and a second derivative that exactly predicts the bulk modulus B. Because of this, an exact fit of the cohesive energy, lattice constant, and bulk modulus for a cubic oxide can be simultaneously achieved if the following equation is strictly enforced:
E t ϭE es ϩE n ϭE Rose . ͑17͒
Notice that all the unknown parameters at this stage are contained in the expression for E n . For fitting, all the parameters needed to define the oxygen electron density and the O-O and O-M ͑M denotes Al and Zr͒ pair potentials were first approximated by a best guess. This allows all the energy terms and their first and second derivatives in E n to be calculated except for those related to oxygen embedding energy functions. The oxygen embedding energy and its first and second derivatives at the equilibrium electron density of the oxygen site in each oxide can then be solved from Eq. ͑17͒ as the oxygen embedding energy is the only unknown in the equation. Knowledge of these oxygen embedding energy values is sufficient to calculate all the elastic constants ͑we point out that while the position dependence of the charge does not affect forces and stresses as shown in Appendix B, it does affect the elastic constants͒. The total squared deviation between predicted elastic constants and the target elastic constants was then calculated for all the independent elastic constants (C 11 , C 13 , C 33 , C 44 , and C 12 for the hcp Al 2 O 3 , and C 11 , C 12 , and C 44 for the cubic ZrO 2 ). The oxygen embedding energy and its first and second derivatives at the equilibrium electron density of the oxygen site in each oxide were then used in Eq. ͑12͒ to calculate the oxygen embedding energy and its derivatives at the spline junctions. The squared deviation of oxygen embedding energy and its derivatives at each junction were then added to the squared deviation of the elastic constants. To guarantee the correct lattice constants for noncubic structures ͑i.e., zero normal stresses in all coordinate directions͒, the squares of the three normal stresses were also included to obtain a total squared deviation. The conjugate graduate method as described in Appendix D was used to minimize the total squared deviation by adjusting the parameters needed to define the oxygen electron density and the O-O and O-M (M ϭAl and Zr͒ pair potentials. Once this was performed, the oxygen embedding energy values were used to define Eq. ͑12͒. Finally, Eq. ͑13͒ was defined under the condition that the function is zero at ϭ0 and is continuous with a continuous derivative at the right junction, ϭ min,1 . The fitted parameters deduced with this procedure are listed in Table IV for various pair interactions, Table V for oxygen electron density, and 
VI. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODIFIED CTIP¿EAM POTENTIAL
The modified CTIPϩEAM potential is essentially equivalent to the existing EAM potential database 17 when used for pure metals. This EAM potential database has been well characterized and has been successfully applied to a variety of metal problems. 17, 18 As a result, the several simulations performed here were all chosen to involve oxygen so that the application of the CTIPϩEAM model in metal oxides can be characterized. For a given crystal, the calculated charges are determined only from the CTIP part of the potential and are independent of the EAM parameters. For a first test, the CTIP model as described above was used to calculate the charge as a function of isotropic lattice strain for the corundum phase of Al 2 O 3 and the cubic phase of ZrO 2 . During calculations, we used a coefficient of 10.0 for establishing charge bounds. Results for the anion charges of Al 2 O 3 are plotted in Fig. 3 . Similar results were obtained for ZrO 2 . To test the charge stability, results were obtained for a wide range of lattice strains from Ϫ0.6 to 0.6, which correspond to nearest-neighbor spacings from about 0.75 to 3.0 Å. Figure 3 indicates that the improved CTIP model predicts charge variation similar to the Streitz-Mintmire model 26 when the crystal lattice was stretched. On the other hand, it enables the oxygen charge to be bounded approximately to Ϫ2 as the lattice was compressed, demonstrating the successful implementation of the electron valence concept and elimination of the charge fluctuation problem.
The fitting procedures guarantee that the modified CTIP ϩEAM potential reproduces the Rose equation for the cohesive energy as a function of lattice constant in the vicinity of equilibrium bulk crystal for both corundum Al 2 O 3 and cubic ZrO 2 structures. It is important to test that there is no instability when the crystal is highly compressed. For this, the cohesive energies of both the corundum Al 2 O 3 and the cubic ZrO 2 were calculated for various isotropic strains from Ϫ0.5 to 1.0. The results are shown in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ , respectively, for Al 2 O 3 and ZrO 2 . The approximate nearestneighbor distances are also included in the figures. Figures  4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ indicate that the instability problem observed in Fig. 1 at small lattice constant is resolved by the improved CTIPϩEAM model. Calculations were further extended to even lower strain ranges, and the results are shown in Fig. 5 with a greatly compressed ordinate scale. It can be seen that the stable calculations were achieved even at nearestneighbor distance significantly smaller than 1.0 Å. Additional calculations for even more compressed crystals also did not indicate instability. We believe these results revealed sufficient stability for the application of this potential.
Since one of our intentions is to provide a potential that can be used in MD to simulate the growth ZrO 2 at high temperatures. When ZrO 2 is stabilized by Y 2 O 3 , ZrO 2 exhibits a tetragonal structure at high temperatures. However, the tetragonal ZrO 2 transforms into a cubic structure when the yttrium concentration is reduced. For pure ZrO 2 , it is important to ensure that the cubic phase is most stable. To test this, both monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO 2 computational crystals were created according to the experimental crystal data. 30 The unrelaxed cohesive energies for both structures were lower ͑less stable͒ than that for the cubic structure. The derived CTIPϩEAM potential was then used to relax the crystals. We found that the tetragonal structure relaxed to the cubic structure with a cohesive energy of 7.64 eV/atom. The monoclinic nature of the monoclinic phase was reduced after relaxation. Its relaxed cohesive energy was 7.42 eV/atom, lower than that of a cubic structure. Since the cubic phase of ZrO 2 has the highest cohesive energy ͑we have fitted to this phase͒, the potential is therefore only applicable to simulations where the cubic ZrO 2 phase is expected to form ͑e.g., at high temperatures͒. It can also be used to simulate other phenomena such as self-diffusion and dislocation motion, in previously formed cubic ZrO 2 crystals. In its present form, the potential is not suited to simulate the growth of crystals under conditions where other ZrO 2 phases are preferred.
The surface energies predicted by the potential have also been explored. First, the effects of crystal thickness on surface energy was determined. A corundum Al 2 O 3 crystal with ͓1 100͔ x direction, ͓0001͔ y direction, and ͓112 0͔ z direction was used. Crystals with different thicknesses in the y direction were created. The equilibrium bulk crystal was obtained using periodic boundary conditions in all three coordinate directions with a flexible period length condition. The crystals with two equivalent Al-terminated ͕0001͖ surfaces were then created by using periodic boundary conditions in the x and z directions and a free boundary condition in the y direction. Both unrelaxed and relaxed surfaces were calculated. For relaxing the surfaces, the positions of atoms in the middle part of the crystals were fixed, and periodic lengths were not allowed to change. The surface energy was then calculated as the energy difference between the crystal with two y surfaces and the bulk crystal ͑scaled to have the same number of atoms͒ divided by the total area of the two surfaces. The results of the Al-terminated ͕0001͖ surface energy of Al 2 O 3 indicated that the surface energy is almost independent of the crystal thickness beyond the thickness of 30 Å. As a result, crystals with a thickness ͑in y direction͒ of at least 30 Å were used for calculating various surface energies for both corundum Al 2 O 3 and cubic ZrO 2 crystals. The results for relaxed and unrelaxed surface energies are listed in Table VIII. For comparison, we selectively calculated some surface energies using ab initio methods. Manassidis 26 However, we noticed that ZrO 2 has a considerably larger cohesive energy than Al 2 O 3 and yet our ab initio methods generally predicted very small unrelaxed and relaxed surface energies for ZrO 2 . Accommodation of such a large discrepancy significantly affected the fitting of other properties. On the other hand, it is still an open debate as how well ab initio methods can be used to calculate surface energies in these systems. We also realized that all the crystals used in the ab initio calculations are less than 8 Å in thickness. This thickness is too short for ionic interactions. Manassidis and co-workers commented in their work that they expected the use of larger thicknesses may lead to substantially different surface energies. From these considerations, we did not specifically fit the surface energies during potential parametrization. This was found to result in much better fitting to the other properties.
CTIPϩEAM potential calculations revealed a significant surface relaxation of the Al-terminated ͕0001͖ surface of the Al 2 O 3 crystal. On this surface, the first surface monolayer is aluminum, the second monolayer is oxygen, the third and fourth monolayers are aluminum, and the subsequent monolayers are an alternative stacking of one oxygen and two aluminum layers. Simulations indicated that the outer Al monolayer was relaxed towards and became merged with the second ͑oxygen͒ layer. To test this result, the displacement of atoms near the surfaces ͑with respect to their bulk positions͒ was calculated using both CTIPϩEAM molecular statics and ab initio energy minimization methods. The results are compared in Fig. 6 , where the filled and unfilled circles represent CTIPϩEAM and ab initio data, respectively. For the ͕0001͖ surface in the positive y direction, a positive displacement means that the plane moves out of the crystal while a negative displacement implies that the plane moves into the crystal. Figure 6 indicates that the CTIPϩEAM generally match the relaxation pattern found in the ab initio calculations. They both indicate a strong relaxation of the outer Al surface into the bulk. The calculations also yielded the charges on all of the ions. The anion and cation charges as a function of atom position from the Al-terminated ͕0001͖ surface of a corundum Al 2 O 3 crystal are shown in Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͒ . The anion and cation charges as a function of atom position from the O-terminated ͕111͖ surface of a cubic ZrO 2 crystal are shown in Figs. 7͑c͒ and 7͑d͒ . The open and filled circles in the figures represent the relaxed and unrelaxed crystal data, respectively. It can be seen that the unrelaxed charge decreased as the free surface was approached. This agreed well with the original CTIP model 26 and physics of charge induction between cations and anions. The significant relaxation of the ͕0001͖ Al 2 O 3 surface greatly reduced this effect. However, since little surface relaxation occurred on the ͕111͖ ZrO 2 surface, the charge on the ͕111͖ ZrO 2 surface remained much lower than that in the bulk after relaxation.
In heterostructure systems involving metals and oxygen, the electric field caused by charges can be effectively screened by any metallic clusters. A significant problem of any other type of empirical potentials is that they cannot physically implement this screening effect. One advantage of the CTIP model is that it naturally simulates such a screening effect by charge transfer. This is illustrated using a Zr/O multilayer. For simplicity, the Zr/O multilayer crystal is assumed to be simple cubic, with a lattice constant of 2.23 Å. The geometry of the crystal is shown in Fig. 8͑a͒ , where the bottom three monolayers are oxygen layers, and the top 17 monolayers are metallic zirconium layers. Using periodic boundary conditions in the x and z directions and a free boundary condition in the y direction, and by fixing the oxygen charge at Ϫ2e, the CTIP model was used to calculate the induced charge in the zirconium layers. The charge as a function of y coordinate ͑in units of monolayers͒ is shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ , where data for oxygen and zirconium are represented by filled and open circles, respectively, and the solid line is used to guide the eye.
It can be seen that positive charges are induced in the two zirconium monolayers closest to the negatively charged oxygen region, while charge on the other zirconium monolayers remains essentially zero. The existence of these charges can produce an electric field in the y direction. Using the assumption of point charges, the electric field at each ion's site ͑ex-cluding the field produced by the ion itself͒ can be easily calculated. Figure 8͑c͒ shows the electric field as a function of the y coordinate, where the filled and open circles now represent the electric field measured at the oxygen and zirconium sites, respectively, and the solid line is again used to guide the eye. It can be seen that the electric field in the metal rapidly fell from Ϫ150 V/Å to almost 0 within three monolayers of the interface. For comparison, the electric field produced at the zirconium site by the oxygen layer alone ͑i.e., zero zirconium ion charge͒ is also shown as the dashed line. It is seen that the infinitely large plane of negatively charged oxygen produced an almost constant ͑y independent͒ electric field of about Ϫ100 V/Å. This result demonstrated that the CTIP model captures the metallic screening phenomenon, which is essential for valid simulations of metal-oxygen heterostructures.
An essential advantage for the modified CTIPϩEAM model is that it predicts zero charges in any local metal alloy regions within metal/metal oxide mixtures. It should therefore be well suited for study of metal alloy oxidation. To test the validity of the potential for such simulations, the oxidation of a metal alloy containing two metal elements was explored. A disordered fcc Al 50 Zr 50 alloy crystal with 36 (224 ) planes in the x direction, 15 ͑111͒ planes in the y direction, and 10 (22 0) planes in the z direction was created. Using a free surface boundary condition in the y direction and periodic boundary conditions in the x and z directions, an oxygen atom vapor density of approximately 0.0003 atoms/Å 3 ͑about 10 atmospheric pressure͒ was introduced above the top y surface. A molecular dynamics simulation was then used to simulate oxidation of the surface at a temperature of 300 K. An abnormally high oxygen pressure was used to accelerate the oxidation. The charge was solved every 0.1 ps.
The simulation resulted in the formation of a ϳ20-Å-thick amorphous Al x Zr y O z oxide layer on the Al 50 Zr 50 alloy after 100 ps of oxidation. The average O, Al, and Zr charges as a function of depth in the Al 50 Zr 50 alloy and its oxide are plotted in Fig. 9͑a͒ . The oxygen concentration profile through the oxide layer is shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ . It can be seen that the model predicted zero charge in the interior of the Al 50 Zr 50 alloy. Towards the surface, the aluminum and zirconium charges rise until they approach their maximum values of ϩ3 and ϩ4, respectively. This corresponds well with the expected maximum oxygen concentration at the surface as shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ . The magnitude of the oxygen charge exhibits a maximum within the oxide bulk; it decreases as both the free surface and the metal/metal oxide interface are approached. The reduction of the oxygen charge at the surface is expected because the oxygen-rich surface region has an insufficient concentration of cations to ionize the oxygen atoms. The oxygen charge at the interface should also be low because the oxygen atoms are ionized by cations whose charges are low at the interface. These results provide good evidence that the CTIPϩEAM model has captured much of the physics and chemistry needed to simulate the oxidation of metallic alloys.
Finally, we have used the CTIPϩEAM potential in a preliminary simulation of the vapor phase growth of a corundum Al 2 O 3 thin film. The basic approach was similar to that used for metal deposition. 17, 18 The initial corundum crystal was created with a ͓112 0͔ x direction, a ͓0001͔ y direction, and a ͓101 0͔ z direction. With periodic boundary conditions applied in x and z directions, the growth of the film in the y direction was simulated using an adatom energy 2.0 eV, an adatom's incidence perpendicular to the film surface, a deposition temperature of 900 K, a deposition rate of 5 nm/ns, and an exact aluminum oxygen atom vapor ratio of 2:3. The atomic structure obtained after 200 ps of deposition is shown in Fig. 10 , where ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ correspond to the z and x views of the structure, respectively. Epitaxial growth of the crystalline Al 2 O 3 film was found to have occurred. This is in good agreement with high-temperature vapor deposition experiments. 35 We believe that the potential has captured many of the important physical phenomena needed to realistically simulate the growth of metal/metal oxide heterostructures, though as with all empirical potentials, improvements are anticipated following more intensive applications.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Simulations of structures involving both metals and their oxides require simultaneous treatment of metallic and ionic interactions. A charge transfer potential for ionic solids originally proposed by Streitz and Mintmire has been modified and coupled to a metal alloy embedded atom method potential to address such interactions. We found that by setting charge bounds upon each ion, the instability of the original CTIP potential can be removed. By setting metal charge bounds to a positive range and oxygen charge bounds to a negative range, the modified potential first allowed the CTIP model be used to analyze multimetal element problems. The charge bounds were implemented by a simple modification of the electrostatic energy. This modification of the energy has no effect if the charges are within the bounds. The new energy expression is numerically solvable using a computationally efficient conjugate gradient method. The proposed potential has been parameterized for the O-Al-Zr system by fitting to the bulk properties of the pure metals and their oxides. It describes well the cohesive energy and the ion charge as a function of lattice constants. It was also successfully used to predict surface relaxation and charge variations in various regions of a multilayer system including at free metal oxide surfaces, inside metal alloy bulk, inside metal oxide bulk, and at metal/metal oxide interfaces. The use of the potential in a molecular dynamics simulation of the vapor phase growth of a crystalline metal oxide film has also been demonstrated.
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APPENDIX A: COHESIVE ENERGY OF OXIDES
The handbook of thermochemical data usually lists the heat of formation (⌬H) of various chemical reactions. The heat of formation can be used to calculate cohesive energy of oxides. To derive the cohesive energy of an oxide M x O y , one needs to know the heat of formation for the chemical reactions given in Table IX 
APPENDIX B: PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF THE STREITZ-MINTMIRE CTIP MODEL
The ionization energy of an isolated ionizable atom, i, with a charge q i can be expressed to second order as
where i is the electronegativity of atom i, 26 and J i ͑Ͼ0͒ is referred to as an ''atomic hardness'' 37 or a self-Coulomb repulsion. 38 If N such ionizable atoms form an ionic crystal, the total electrostatic energy of the crystal is composed of both ionization energies and Coulomb energies resulting from interactions among the cations and anions. This total electrostatic energy can be written
Here, V i j (r i j ,q i ,q j ) is the Coulomb energy between atom i with a charge of q i and atom j with a charge q j , separated by a distance r i j , and the notations i 1 and i N represent the first and the last (Nth) neighbor of atom i. It should be pointed out that for simulations using long-range Coulomb interactions, it is often necessary to use cutoff distance that is much longer than the size of the periodic computational crystal cell. The neighbor list notation adopted here is concise because Eq. ͑B2͒ is valid for any cutoff distances as long as the neighbor list i 1 ,...,i N covers all image atoms within the cutoff distance from atom i, including the images of i itself.
In the simplest case where all ions are point charges, the Coulomb energy in Eq. ͑B2͒ can be written
Because the neighboring cations and anions have opposite sign charges in an ionic crystal, an increase of the magnitude of the charge may reduce the Coulomb energy. The tradeoff between an increase in ionization energy and a decrease in Coulomb energy can then define a set of equilibrium charges for all cations and anions that minimizes the total electrostatic energy. These equilibrium charges will vary depending upon the local environment. Replacing the fixed charges with the equilibrium charges deduced with a knowledge of the local environment overcomes many of the problems of fixed charge models and is the basis for the Streitz-Mintmire CTIP model. 26 Point charges do not represent the electron distributions of ions well. It is more realistic to describe the charges in terms of an electron density distribution around an atom. Suppose that the charge q i is partitioned into an electron density distribution function i (r,q i ) around an atom i, where the position vector r emphasizes the spatial dependence rather than radial dependence. To simplify, spherically symmetric orbitals such as s orbitals can be assumed. i (r,q i ) then becomes a radial function i (r,q i ) where r can be simply viewed as the distance from the core of atom i. For this simple case, the electron density distribution function can be written
where ␦(r) is a delta function ͓i.e., ␦(r)ϭ1 at rϭ0 and ␦(r)ϭ0 at r 0], Z i is an effective core charge ͑treated as a fitting parameter here͒, which should satisfy the condition 0ϽZ i ϽN i , with N i the total nuclear charge of the atom, and the function f i (r) describes the radial distribution of the valence charge in space that satisfies the condition that the volume integral of f i (r) over the entire space equals unity, i.e., ͐ f i (r)dVϭ1. Note that q i is partitioned into i (r,q i ) because ͐ i (r,q i )dVϭq i . It is pointed out that Eq. ͑B4͒ assumes rigid ions, and the shell model is ignored for simplicity. The main purpose is to develop a potential that can be used in MD simulations for random metal-oxygen mixtures. Such a simulation has not been possible with other potentials and we want to demonstrate that the CTIP model can achieve this using the simpler rigid ion case. Although the shell model is not used, we believe that it should have a negligible effect on the structure evolution during molecular dynamics simulations. 39 On the other hand, a more realistic shell model can be implemented by directly modifying Eq. ͑B4͒.
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With distributed charge, the electrostatic interaction V i j (r i j ,q i ,q j ) must be integrated using
where dV i and dV j are the two integrating volume units, r i is the center distance between atom i and dV i , r j the center distance between atom j and dV j , and r vv the center distance between dV i and dV j . Note that an approximation is made because strictly, Eq. ͑B5͒ holds only for fixed charge distributions. Applying Eqs. ͑B4͒ and ͑B5͒, one can derive
where notations ͓a͉ f b ͔ and ͓ f a ͉ f b ͔ (aϭi, j, bϭi, j, a b) denote the Coulomb interaction integrals:
In general, the electron density is assumed to decrease with distance from the core of an atom. To capture the decay of f i (r) with r while maintaining mathematical simplicity, an exponential function for f i (r) was used:
where the parameter i controls the spread of the electron distribution. Based upon Eqs. ͑B2͒ and ͑B6͒, the total electrostatic energy can be written as 
where
In Eq. ͑B13͒, ␦ i j ϭ1 when iϭ j and ␦ i j ϭ0 when i j, and the summation indexes j(i 1 ) and j(i N ) means that the summation is over all the j atoms ͑i.e., atom j and all its images͒ that are i's neighbors. Note that E 0 in Eq. ͑B10͒ is independent of charge q. Such a potential term can be absorbed into the nonelectrostatic energy and hence can be ignored here. We can then define a normalized electrostatic energy E es that has the required zero value when all the charges are zero:
In Eq. ͑B14͒, X i and V i j can be calculated using Eqs. ͑B12͒ and ͑B13͒ for a given crystal configuration if the potential parameters i , Z i , i and J i are given. Equation ͑B14͒ is then a quadratic function with respect to q i (i ϭ1,...,N). Under the condition that the system is neutral, ͚ iϭ1 N q i ϭ0, E es becomes a function of NϪ1 independent variables q i (iϭ1,...,NϪ1). Setting the derivatives of E es with respect to these NϪ1 independent variables to zero is equivalent to setting equal values for the derivatives of E es with respect to the N dependent variables ͑i.e., i ϭ‫ץ‬E es /‫ץ‬q i ϭ, iϭ1,...,N). This leads to N linear equations for solving equilibrium charges that give the minimum energy:
If V i j Ϫ1 is the matrix inverse of V i j , q i can be solved as
q i can be determined if is known. Using the system neutral condition ͚ iϭ1 N q i ϭ0, in fact can be calculated as
Once the charge is solved, Eq. ͑B14͒ can be used to calculate the electrostatic interaction between atoms. A feature of the CTIP model that is useful for implementing it within a MD code is that while the charge generally changes as the atom moves, this position dependence of charge does not affect the calculations of forces and stresses. For instance, the x component of the force on an atom i due to the position dependence of q can be expressed as
Because charges are obtained from equilibrium conditions ‫ץ‬E es /‫ץ‬q i ϭ i ϭ, and the system is neutral, ͚ iϭ1 N q i ϭ0, Eq. ͑B18͒ becomes
APPENDIX C: EWALD SUMMATION
Coulomb interactions are long-range interactions that decay with 1/r i j . For an ionic crystal that is periodically stacked to infinity, a direct sum of this kind of long-range potentials,
imposes a serious divergent problem. Using the Zr-O potentials, 24 for instance, one can easily show that the lattice energy of ZrO 2 based upon the direct sum of the Coulomb energy oscillates between positive and negative values with a cutoff distance. There are a number of approaches to resolve this problem. One commonly used approach is the Ewald summation 40, 41 technique. In the Ewald summation method, an error function erf(x) and its complimentary function erfc(x)ϭ1Ϫerf(x) were used to decompose the Coulomb summation into two parts:
One useful feature of erfc(x) is that it decreases rapidly with x. By choosing the proper convergent coefficient , erfc(r ij )/r ij can be made negligibly small at large r i j . This short-range interaction can then be directly summed up. The term erf(r ij )/r ij is small at short distances, but cannot be neglected at large distances. However, if the computational cell has periodic boundary conditions in all the three coordinate dimensions, a Fourier transform can be applied to convert the periodic summation in normal space to a summation in reciprocal space:
͑C2͒
where ! excludes the condition specified in ͑ ͒, VϭL x L y L z is the volume of the periodic cell, L x , L y , and L z are the lengths of the cell in the x, y, and z directions,
ជ is the vector between atom i and j in the normal space, R is the norm of R ជ , Re( ) takes the real part of the complex number, and x ជ , y ជ , and z ជ are unit vectors in the three coordinate directions. The convergence in the reciprocal space can also be made fast by the proper choice of . Therefore, Eqs. ͑C1͒ and ͑C2͒ can be used for atomistic simulations for three dimensional ionic atomic assembly. 40 The computational cell is two-dimensional for surface problems. If the two-dimensional cell is in the x-z plane, then it will lose the periodicity in the y direction. Equation ͑C2͒, which is based upon periodic boundary conditions in all three directions, cannot be used then. One can imagine, however, that a three-dimensional space is occupied by equally separated sheets of two-dimensional crystals of the same thickness. If we allow the y dimension of our computational cell to be exactly one sheet thickness plus the sheet spacing, then the periodic boundary condition holds even in the y direction for these equally separated sheets. Equation ͑C2͒ can be used for this case. If we further imagine that the spacing between sheets is increased to infinity while the sheet thickness is kept constant, then we virtually simulate an isolated two dimensional slab.
One can decompose R ជ into out-of-plane component R ជ y and in-plane component R ជ p , r ជ i j into out-of-plane component r ជ y,i j and in-plane component r ជ p,i j . To adapt Eq. ͑C2͒ for the two-dimensional case, the computational cell size in the y direction is assumed to be c. The volume of the unit cell is VϭcA, with A being the area of the two-dimensional cell. Based on these notations, Eq. ͑C2͒ becomes: 
͑C4͒
Notice that in Eq. ͑C4͒ the condition !(mϭnϭ1ϭ0) in the summation has been removed. This is valid in the summation of Coulomb interactions where the system is neutral ͚ iϭ1 N q i ϭ0. The integral in Eq. ͑C4͒ can be solved to yield 
͑C5͒
Equation ͑C5͒ can be used for Ewald summation for twodimensional crystals.
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APPENDIX D: CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
For a function F with N independent variables x i (i ϭ1,2,...,N), the function can be efficiently minimized using the conjugate gradient method. 42 The method contains the following iteration procedures:
͑1͒ Starting from initial guessed variables, say x i,0 ϭ0, F was first minimized along the steepest descent direction d i,0 ϭg i,0 ϭϪ‫ץ‬F/‫ץ‬x i,0 , iϭ1,2,...,N. This results in new variables x i,1 ϭx i,0 ϩ 0 d i,0 , where 0 is the march distance along the search direction and can be obtained from ‫ץ/‪F‬ץ‬ 0 ϭ0. In some cases, such as Eq. ͑B14͒ where ‫ץ‬E es ( 0 ‫ץ/)‬ 0 is a linear function of 0 , 0 can be directly solved. For other cases, such as Eq. ͑9͒ where ‫ץ‬E es ( 0 ‫ץ/)‬ 0 can only be calculated locally as it contains nonconstant prefactors, 0 cannot be solved in a closed form. A general function, such as Eq. ͑9͒, however, can be solved with many standard iteration algorithms. We used the Newton-Raphson method 43 to solve for 0 . ͑2͒ The search direction for the next and the subsequent iterations (kϭ2,3,...) was obtained using the relation
where g i,k ϭϪ‫ץ‬F/‫ץ‬x i,k . ͑3͒ The new iteration was obtained as x i,kϩ1 ϭx i,k ϩ k d i,k , with k solved from ‫ץ/‪F‬ץ‬ k ϭ0. The iteration is continued until the updates are sufficiently small.
APPENDIX E: ALLOY EMBEDDED ATOM METHOD MODEL
Using the EAM, the nonelectrostatic energy can be expressed as 16 E n ϭ where i j (r i j ) represents the pair energy between atoms i and j separated by r i j , and F i stands for the embedding energy to embed an atom i into a local site with electron density i . i can be calculated using
with f j (r i j ) the electron density at the site of atom i arising from atom j at a distance r i j away. It has been demonstrated that for elemental systems, the representation of a given potential using the EAM format described in Eq. ͑E1͒ is not unique. 44 This arbitrary representation of elemental potentials, however, would change alloy properties when elemental potentials are used for alloys.
The potential cutoff distances fitted for individual elements are also not necessarily consistent. Because of these, the EAM potentials developed for atoms of a single element generally cannot be applied to alloys. While alloys can still be studied by fitting individual alloy potentials separately, the alloys that can be explored are greatly limited. By normalizing the EAM potentials and introducing an EAM alloy model, 44 a generalized EAM database 17 where alloy potentials can be constructed from elemental potentials without any more fitting has been developed. In the EAM database, the generalized elemental pair potentials are written: 
͑E3͒
where r e is the equilibrium spacing between nearest neighbors, A,B,␣,␤ are four adjustable parameters. Notice that the denominators introduced in Eq. ͑E3͒ equal to 1 when r is small, but go to infinity as r increases. This provides a natural cutoff for the potential and the additional two parameters , control how fast the potential is cutoff.
The electron density function is taken with the same form as the attractive term in the pair potential with the same values of ␤, and , i.e., 
͑E4͒
To have embedding energy functions that can work well over a wide range of electron density, three equations are used to separately fit to different electron density ranges. For a smooth variation of the embedding energy, these equations are required to match values and slopes at their junctions. These equations are listed in the following: 44 the pair potential between different species a and b can be written
To normalize all elemental potentials, the embedding energy and the elemental pair potentials are required to separately satisfy equilibrium ͑i.e., the functions are minimum at the equilibrium lattice structures͒. 
